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— And translated into English with introduction and notes, by C. R. lanman.   1901.
Pages, 318.   Royal 8°.   Price, $5.
A play of court-intrigue, and the only extant drama written entirely in Prakrit. It
presents interesting parallels with the Braggart Soldier of Plautus.
Volumes 5 and 6. Brhad-Devata (attributed to Qaunaka), a summary of the deities and
myths of the Rig-Veda. Critically edited in the original Sanskrit [Nagari letters], with
an introduction and seven appendices [volume 5], and translated into English with
critical and illustrative notes [volume 6], by Professor arthur anthony macdonell,
University of Oxford. 1904. Pages, 234 + 350 = 584. Royal 8°, Not sold separately.
Price, $7.50.
The Great-Deity (-book), " hardly later than 400 B.C.," is one of the oldest books
ancillary to the Rig-Veda. It includes very ancient epic material: so the story of
Urvagi, the nymph that loved a mortal (whence Kalidasa's great drama, Urvagi). The
text is edited in a way that meets the most rigorous demands of exact philological
criticism. The typographic presentation of text, version, and notes (critical and ex-
pository) is a model of convenience.
Volumes 7 and 8. Atharva-Veda. Translated, with a critical and exegetical commentary,
by william dwight whitney, late Professor of Sanskrit in Yale University, Editor-
in-Chief of The Century Dictionary, an Encyclopedic Lexicon of the English Language. —
Revised and brought nearer to completion and edited by C. R. lanman. 1905. Pages,
1212. Super-royal 8°. Not sold separately. Price, $15.
The Atharva-Veda is, next after the Rig-Veda, the most important of the oldest texts
of India. Whitney (1827-1894) was the most eminent American philologist of his cen-
tury, and these monumental volumes form the crowning achievement of his life-long
labors as an Indianist. For his translation, he expressly disclaims finality; but his
austere self-restraint, resisting all allurements of fanciful interpretation, makes of his
version, when taken with his critical and exegetical commentary, the sure point of
departure for future study of this Veda and for its final comprehension.
The text-critical notes form the most important single item of the work. These give
the various readings of the " authorities." The term " authorities " includes not only
manuscripts (of Europe, India, Kashmir), but also living reciters (the Hindu equivalents,
and in some respects the superiors, of manuscripts); and, in addition, the corresponding
(and often variant) passages of the other Vedas. Whitney gives also the data of the
scholiast as to authorship and divinity and meter of each stanza; extracts from the
ancillary literature concerning ritual and exegesis; and a literal translation. Version
and Comment proceed pari passu. Prefixed is an elaborate historical and critical intro-
duction, and a sketch of Whitney's Me, with a noble medallion portrait. A leaf of the
birch-bark ms. from Kashmir is beautifully reproduced in color. The typography is
strikingly clear.
Few texts of antiquity have been issued with appurtenant critical material of so
large scope. And never before or since has the material for the critical study of an
extensive Vedic text been so comprehensively and systematically gathered from so
multifarious sources, and presented with masterly accuracy in so well-digested form.
Volume 9, The Little Clay Cart (Mp-chakatika). A Hindu drama attributed to King
Shudraka. Translated from the original Sanskrit and Prakrits into Engilish prose and
verse by arthur william rtder, Instructor in Sanskrit in Harvard University. 1905.
Pages, 207. Royal 8°. Price, $3.
A play of such variety, humor, and swift-moving action, that it has often been pro-
duced on the modern stage. Version, true and spirited. " The champagne has been

